10 Super selling WordPress
theme of 2019
With every day growing business it’s a tough competition among
the WordPress themes too. People struggle so much with their
themes to make it to the top and if your theme doesn’t sell
well if a premium one then all your hard work goes in vain.
Here we have listed the top 10 selling WordPress themes of
2017 so that you can learn a lot from them and be one of their
competitors in the near future.
1. U-Design

U-Design is a very versatile theme which suits both the
programmers and the ones who don’t know anything about the
coding so that it becomes easy for both of that kind of
people. It is actually a power packed theme which makes it the
best seller of 2017.
It offers a wide variety on color on text, background, links
etc. Similarly it include 500 text options from Google Font
Directory and Cufon fonts. The best thing about this theme it
always keeps on growing.
It is fully responsive and best
suited for mobiles as well.
2. Bridge

It was created by the Themeforest and is a best seller indeed
with over 47,000 downloads. It is a creative, versatile and a
multi purpose theme.
It is loaded with a 210 plus fully equipped demos. It has
constantly been being the ThemeForest best seller since it’s
launch at 2014. It doesn’t end here it includes visual
composer, slider revolution, layer slider and timetable
plugin. It comes with 500+ powerful shortcodes and options.
3. Avada

Avada is a multi purpose and a very responsive theme. Avada is
an attractive, sleek and modern theme. Avada is very intuitive
to use and completely ready to operate out of the box. Built
with HTML5 & CSS3, a lot of thought and care went into this
theme making it a pleasure to use.
It’s features are explained by the picture itself.
4. Salient

Salient is also a product of Themeforest, which is also doing
pretty well in the business. It is one of the most creative
themes. It includes 500 plus shortcodes and configuration
options. It is lighter as well as faster than other themes. It
is fully responsive and retina ready theme. It offers a wide
variety on the header styling too.
It also includes one click
Demo import, SEO optimized, 9
portfolio styles, 5 blog styles and smooth animations.
5. Striking

Striking is a heavy duty multi purpose theme. It is a highly
customizable and flexible theme. It is used by thousand of
people for blogging, creative sites, business, eCommerce and
many more. Striking has expanded features sets, and much more
granular control and customization ability then found in a
typical regular premium theme.
The picture explains everything.
6. Jupiter

Jupiter is the best multi purpose responsive theme. It is fast
and extremely customizable. It has got 140 plus power packed
premade website templates. It has got 18 amazing header
styles. It has adaptive image resolution. It has already got
60 thousand users and is counting more.
7. inFocus

inFocus is a powerful and a very professional theme. It was
created by mysitemy way. It has got innovative separation of
design from content. Better than child themes, you can choose
from hundreds of preset skins and build upon any in their
collection to create something personalized, unique, and new.
8. Dandelion

Dandelion is a premium WordPress theme. It is a powerful
theme. It presents your site in a very elegant and stylish
tway. It is highly flexible with a wide range of color
schemes. It is simple to use and in most parts you won’t need
an image editor. The theme is best suited for any business,
portfolio, photography and personal sites.
9. Modernize

Modernize is a new era of wordpress theme. You can discover
many new awesome features in this theme. For example ‘Page
Builder’, it allow you to create page easily by drag-drop
module. It is a versatile, flexible and easily customizable
theme. It comes with a wide range of color options.
You can also create sidebar (unlimited). It has got 350 font
options. Modernize has 15 predefined background pattern but if
you want to use your own background, again, we have a custom
background uploader. You can also translate each elements to
your language via this admin panel.
10. King Size

Just as it’s name it’s a kingly theme. It offers you with a
large variety of options. No matter what type of website you
are creating it suits everything at it’s best. It gives you 5
very stylish options for gallery including including 4
additional layout styles for ColorBox, FancyBox and
prettyPhoto.
It has also created 8 video tutorials to work with the site.

